Threat Hunting is a purposeful and structured search for evidence of malicious activities that have not yet generated security alerts - it’s a human-centric activity that pushes the boundaries of automated detection methods.

Our threat hunting assessment is underpinned by leading Microsoft XDR technology with intelligence being provided by our threat hunting intelligence team ensuring threat actor profiles and TTP’s align with your unique business needs.

Our Service

Our threat hunting assessment will identify evidence of malicious activity within your network. Using our compromise assessment, we will carry out an objective audit of your network and endpoints. We can detect cyber-attacks that first line of defence and traditional antivirus may have missed. We leverage targeted threat intelligence unique to your organisation or industry vertical, as well as utilising techniques to discover commonly used attacker tactics, TTP’s and commodity malware. Threat Hunting is an essential component of any defence strategy.

Threat Hunting is highly complementary to the standard process of incident detection, response, and remediation.

Service Benefits

- Discovery of previously unknown vulnerabilities, security breaches, malware, and signs of unauthorised access.
- Clear pragmatic advice for remediation.
- Gain unparalleled insight and understanding of your network’s strengths and weaknesses.
- Reduction of your organisations attack surface.
- Maximising Microsoft investment and reduce 3rd party vendor cost.
- Strengthening and improving your cyber security capability to IDENTIFY, PROTECT, DETECT, RESPOND and RECOVER against modern threats and attacks.

Our Promise To You

Access to our CREST certified threat hunting consultants and CTI team.

A full report including an executive summary of our findings and technical details of actions performed.